Science Fiction
Angleberger, Tom. Fuzzy. When Max
makes friends with the first-ever robot
student at her middle school, she soon
discovers that there is more to the Robot
Integration Program than meets the eye.

McDougall, Sophia. Mars Evacuees.
Earth is under attack by aliens and Alice
and other carefully selected kids have
been evacuated to Mars to train as soldiers. The cadets must step up their game
when all of the adults disappear.

Ross, Joel. The Fog Diver (series). A
deadly Fog (resulting from nanites gone
wrong) has sent humanity to the highest
mountain peaks for survival. Chess and
his fellow slum kids sail their rickety airship, scavenging the surface for salvage
to sell while avoiding evil Lord Kodoc.

Ball, Nate. Blast Off! (series). Zack
wants to help the small, blue alien that
crash lands in his room, but Amp proves
to be very annoying. This easy chapter
book mixes science with madcap humor.

Brown, Peter. The Wild Robot. When
Roz the robot is shipwrecked on an
isolated island, she must adapt to her
rugged surroundings and befriend its
animal inhabitants in order to survive.

Trine, Greg. Willy Maykit in Space.
Even though his explorer dad disappeared
in the Amazon, his mother still allows Willy
to go on the big field trip...to another planet. Adventures ensue when he accidentally gets left behind in this fast-reading easy
chapter book.

DiTerlizzi, Tony. The Search for
WondLa (series). Eva Nine has lived all

Winick, Judd. Hilo: The Boy Who
Crashed to Earth. This fun graphic

of her 12 years in an underground sanctuary with only a robot mother to raise
her. Her world changes forever when evil
aliens attack and she escapes to the
surface.

novel series stars an alien who falls
from the sky one day while D.J. is
playing nearby. The two become fast
friends, and work together to save the
world. (J-741.5973 W772H)

Gibbs, Stuart. Space Case (series).
Life on Moon Base Alpha is hard enough,
but things become downright dangerous
for Dash when the colony’s physician
turns up dead. A mystery packed with
adventure, humor, and suspense.

Korman, Gordon. Masterminds. Life
seems perfect in tiny Serenity, New Mexico, until Eli and his friends discover the
startling truth about their origins. A twistturning, action-packed adventure.

Kraatz, Jeramey. Space
Runners: The Moon Platoon
(series). Earth is in dire straits, so Benny
is thrilled when he’s selected by genius
inventor Elijah West to visit his posh
moon resort. However, danger looms
when alien invaders threaten humanity.

More Stellar Graphic Novels:
(J-741.5973)



Brallier, Max. Galactic Hot Dogs



Camper, Cathy. Lowriders in Space



Guibert, Emmanuel. Sardine in Outer Space



Hatke, Ben. Zita the Spacegirl



Maihack, Mike. Cleopatra in Space



Pittman, Eddie. Red’s Planet



Spires, Ashley. Binky the Space Cat



Star Wars: Jedi Academy



Star Wars: The Clone Wars



Thompson, Craig. Space Dumplins

Authors You Might Like:

Liss, David. Randoms. When the
President of the USA shows up at Zeke’s
home wanting to “borrow” the boy for a
couple days, his mom says no, but the
President wins out. Zeke has been randomly chosen to live in space for a year.

Maberry, Jonathan. The Orphan
Army (series). For the last six years,
terrifying robotic bug aliens have
roamed Earth. Milo, 11, is part of the
alliance that is bravely fighting the intruders. Unexpected help comes from
Earth’s ancient magical creatures.
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(classic)



Hawking, Lucy



Christopher, John
(classic)
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